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Cal Poly Plan hopes to let students get better bang for the buck
By Rebeua Storrid
Doily Staff Writei

The Cal Poly Steering Com
mittee met on Tuesday to dis
cuss how possible fee increases
will affect students and how
their money will better serve
them in the future.
The committee studied the
student body’s financial needs
to determine how much to in
crease fees, and still maintain
accessibility to higher education
by a diverse student population.
For those students who have

maxed out their federal and
state financial aid, they and
their parents will have to take
out more costly loans, said
Financial Aid Director John
Anderson.
According to data from the
Financial Aid office, financial
aid disbursements have in
creased to $50 million this year
from $27 million in 1990-1991.
Statistics show that of the
freshmen students who applied
for assistance, 99 percent are
dependent upon their families
for financial support.

Of upper-class students, ap
proximately 50 percent aré
financially dependent on their
families.
Through studying the situa
tion with more depth, Zingg
said he hoj>es the university
will be able to provide other
financial resources for students
to tap into.
But any projections the com
mittee makes are dependent on
the federal and state govern
ment’s budgets that are con
stantly changing.
Congress is moving to reduce

financial aid to loan recipients
by $10.4 billion over the next
seven years, Zingg said.
In considering fee hikes and
the financial aid ramifications
facing students, the committee
will have to consider the vul
nerability of federal programs,
Zingg said.
The federal aid cut will in
crease the universités burden
in providing resources for the
students and their families, he
said.
“It is a very sobering
scenario,” he said.

The only option that Ander
son said he could think of to al
leviate the financial burden
upper-class students face is ex
ploring the possibility of
redistributing the State Univer
sity Grant funds.
However, this year that
grant was cut by approximately
$400,000.
The university’s call to stu
dents to cough up mòre money
has been growing louder since
the state abandoned the Orange
See FEES page 3

San Luis Obispo not as safe as it seems Poly professor calls
By Rebecco Storrick

foul after repeated
promotion denials

Daly Staff Wnfet

The small town atmosphere of
San Luis Obispo which makes
students feel safe walking home
alone at night or comfortable
helping strangers may change
• since two Cal Poly students were
attacked within a three-month
span.
The most recent incident in
volved a 24-year old Cal Poly stu
dent who was sexually assaulted
and severely beaten la st
Thursday ground 9:15 p.m., ac
cording to the San Luis Obispo
Pblice Department.
The woman was walking
alone along the railroad tracks in
the area of Marsh and Pepper
streets when she was attacked
from behind, police said.
A “911” phone call placed soon
after the incident suggests that
there may have been a witness to
the attack, according to the
sister of the victim, who asked to
have her name withheld.
The suspect described to
police in this incident, and fea
tured in a press release com
posite sketch, bears a striking
resemblance to a suspect in a
similar case of an attack on a Cal
Poly student July 27.
Both women described as
their attacker a 5-foot-9-inch
male in his 20s with an olive

Doma Haims
Doily Stoff Writer

July suspect

October suspect

complexion and short black hair.
However, police were not will
ing to speculate whether the at
tacker in both incidents was the
same man.
The investigation is not being
limited to one suspect, said San
Luis Obispo Detective Jerome
Tushbant.
Given the resemblance be
tween the two composites, this
summer’s victim, who also asked
to have her name withheld, has
come forward “to warn women
that San Luis Obispo is not the

small, safe town everyone thinks
it is, where you can leave your
doors unlock^.”
“I don’t see people being care
ful in a small town,” she added.
This summer, the suspect
came to the victim’s door asking
for someone that did not live
there.
She told him he had the
wrong address.
But he came back asking for
directions and a glass of water.
The victim did not let him in
See ASSAULTS page 3

Toxic gas leak forces 400 from homes, 49 ill
By Jet Bi^ma
Assoooted^ss

SHATTER, Calif. — A freight
train derailment caused a toxic
gas leak that made 49 peo|rie ill
and forced 400 from their homes
early Wednesday at the edge of
this Central California farming
community.
Most of those overcome by
fumes were treated by emergen
cy medical personnel and
released, said Kem County Fire
Capt. Kevin Scott.
Eleven people were sent to
hospitals, including two police of
ficers who got sick while trying
to warn residents within a half
mile radius to leave their homes.
Two members of the train’s crew
also were treated, said Mike
Martin, a spokesman for Bur
lington Northern Santa Fe Corp.

Everyone taken to hospitals
was released by late morning,
Scott said.
Twenty-nine cars of a 97-car
freight slipped off the tracks and
crunched tt^ether at 1:09 a.m. at
the north edge of this 10,000resident city 125 miles north of
Los Angeles. One ruptured
tanker contained 178,000 pounds
of chlorodifluoromethane, an
odorless, colorless refrigerant
th a t can cause breathing
problems or rapid heartbeat,
Scott said.
People who got sick com
plained of ailments ranging from
irritated throats to headaches.
Some said the gas left them with
strange sensations.
“It filled my lungs up,” said
Robert King.
“It felt like the taste of lead in
our mouths,” said Jacqueline

Lynch.
Patty Keeter, who had a
headache for a while, said being
routed out of bed and evacuated
was “very disturbing at one
o’clock in the morning.
Many evacuees went to the
Shafler High gymnasium two
miles away and spent the rest of
the night sitting on hard wooden
benches waiting for the word to
go home. Norma Sample and her
4-year-old and 9-year-old girls
huddled together in blankets in
the bed of a pickup outside the
school.
“I more or less stayed up all
night trying to keep warm,”
Sample said.
Residents were allowed to
return home about 7:30 a.m.
after the gas was completely dis
sipated.
See TRAIN page 8
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Freberg

teaching experience. In classes
that average 54 students at Cal
Poly, Freberg said she receives
an average of 3.79 evaluation
rating out of a possible four.
Freberg was named “Faculty
Person of the Year” by Disabled
Students Services in 1991 and
1994. Last year she received a
nomination for the “Distin
guished Teaching Award.”
“Dr. Freberg is probably the
best professor in our depart
ment,” said psychology senior
Marla Hale. “I wouldn’t be
graduating at all if it weren’t for
her. She really saved my life
academically. She goes far and
beyond for her students.”
Director of Faculty Affairs
Mike Suess acknowledged
Freberg’s complaint. Suess over
sees the hiring, promotions,
tenure, termination and collec
tive bargaining issues of faculty
members.
“I’m not aware of any specific
gender discrimination but we’re
dealing with thousands of in
dividuals,” Suess said. “It would
be naive to think this couldn’t
occur; that is why we have
forums to address these con
cerns.”

ARTS

The women's soccer team is in a must-win situation if it
wants to go to the playoffs.

A female Cal Pbly professor
filed a formal complaint against
the university on June 17 alleg
ing the university failed to
promote her because she is a
woman.
Associate professor of psychol
ogy Laura Freberg, who has been
at Cal Poly since 1985, said that
although 99 percent of the people
on campus “are just great,”
repeated denials of promotion
finally prompted her to file the
gender discrimination suit with
the Department of Faur Employ
ment and Housing (DFEH).
“It’s unnecessary and unfor
tunate that these things go on,”
Freberg said.
According to Freberg, when
she took her complaint to the
DFEH office in Ventura, it
received immediate reaction.
Her investigative officer told
her, “this is a civil rights case
from hell,” she said.
But psychology department
chair Linden Nelson denied
Freberg’s allegations.
“I’m not aw are of the
grievance within the depart
ment, but there has not been any
gender discrimination,” Nelson
said. “As a matter of fact, the
chairperson before me was a
woman.”
Interim Dean of the College of
Liberal Arts Harry Sharp Jr.
agreed with Nelson.
“I don’t know of any gender
discrimination,” he said. “I’ve not
seen a complaint or had any
notice of it. People often have a
perceived problem — it may or
may not be real but it feels real
to the person involved.”
Freberg wa.s tenured in 1991,
but not granted a full professor
ship, even though her credentials
and experience are equal to or
greater than male professors
who have received promotions in
her department, she said.
Freberg’s background includes
a Ph.D. from Yale and 20 years of

See page 12

Halloween is frighteningly close. Do you know the facts
behind the tradition?
See page B l

See FREBERG page 8
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21 school days remaining in fall quarter.

TODAY'S WEATHER: cleor afternoons, northwest winds
TO M O R R O W 'S WEATHER: partially cloudy morning, warmer weather
Today's h ig h /lo w : 70s/30s Tom orrow's tu g h /lo w : 80s/40s

In the m arket for skis, hockey sticks, surfboards, and other
sports equipment? The public is invited to the second annual
Sports Swap at Laguna M iddle School Oct. 2 8 . The event is open
from 9 a.m . to 12 p.m. Admission is $ 2 per person and proceeds
go to w ard the Laguna M iddle School PTA.

Today
Career Forum for W om en - "Planning, Advancing and Balancing Your
Career" is planned for Oct. 26 at 11 a.m. in bldg. 124 room 224. Dessert
and cold drinks will be provided. Sign up at the Career Services office.
Campus Crusade for Christ will get together Oct. 26 in the Sandwich
Plant to watch the band Mercy Cafe. The event will start at 8 p.m. and
there will he a $1 cover charge.
The London Study Program is having an informational meeting Oct. 26
in Fisher Science room 286. The meeting will begin at 11 a.m. and provide
information about the Spring quarter trip.
The San Luis Obispo W ard V alley Coalition plans to stage a peaceful
and informative demonstration in protest of the dumping of Diablo's
nuclear waste in the Ward Valley. The group is meeting in front of Andrea
Seastrand's office at 2 p.m. and again in front of the County Government
Center at 6 p.m.
The Physics Colloquium is meeting in bldg. 52 room E-45 at 11 a.m. to
discuss "A Modern View of Cosmology." Topics discussed will include scales
in the universe, definitions of concept cosmology, the Big Bang Model, and
cosmology observations of the age, temperature, and distribution of
elements in the universe.

Agenda Items: c/o Notaska Collins, Graplik Arts 226, Col Poly 93407 —
Phone:756-1796 Fax:756-6784
***Pteose submit information ot least three days prior to the event***
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GOP pushes budget plan to House
By David Espo
Associoted Press

WASHINGTON — Defying a
strongly worded veto threat,
Republicans pushed legislation
to the floor of Congress on Wed
nesday that would balance the
budget, cut taxes and reshape
government. “We have been wait
ing 40 years for this moment,”
said Senate Majority Leader Bob
Dole.
With showdown votes set for
later in the week, President Clin
ton said the measure would
threaten Medicare, education
and the environment. He also ac
cused the GOP leadership of
“economic blackmail, pure and
simple” for saying they would
refuse to extend the govern
ment’s borrowing authority if the
White House didn’t agree to sign
the budget bill.
Enunciating his opposition to
that legislation itself, Clinton
said: “If the Republicans plunge
ahead and pass this budget, I
will veto it and demand a budget
that reflects our values.”
For their part. Dole and
House Speaker Newt Gingrich
worked through the day to ease
c o n c e rn s of w a v e rin g
Republicans, from farm-state
lawmakers unhappy with the
House m easure to Senate
moderates seeking more funds
for education and other social
programs.
The GOP high command ex
uded confidence th a t the
measure, designed to balance the
budget in seven years, would
pass when the roll was called
later in the week in both houses.
The bill was the centerpiece of
the Republican revolution
launched last January, and the
party’s leaders said it heralded a
once-in-a-generation shift in
American government.
“It is not quite comparable to
the New Deal, but it is certainly
on the same scale as the Great
Society” said Gingrich, R-Ga.,
the first Republican speaker in

four decades.
Democrats conceded the
sweeping nature of the legisla
tion, but judged it harshly and
hoped Republicans would pay a
heavy political price in next
year’s elections.
Republicans want to “squeeze
the elderly” to finance “lavish tax
breaks for the wealthiest in
dividuals,” said Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, D-Mass., criticizing the
GOP-proposed Medicare over
haul that would raise premiums
and gradually increase the age of
eligibility from 65 to 67.
The legislation would affect
virtually everyone in the nation.
Hundreds of billions of dollars
would be carved from Medicare,
Medicaid and welfare, and
federal strings would be loosened
on the states in a variety of so
cial programs.
The Commerce Department
would be abolished in the House
bill; both versions called for
higher fees for visiting national
parks.
And from the national to the
local, both measures include a
provision that would charge San
Francisco more money for con
tinued use of the Hetch Hetchy
Dam system as a reservoir. The
system is in Yosemite National
Park.
The proposed tax cuts would
total $245 billion over seven
years, and include a $500-perchild break on income taxes and
a reduction in the levy on profits
from investments.
The tax cuts drew opposition
not only from Democrats, but
some naoderate Republicans as
well, some of whom preferred
spending the money to reduce
the deficit. Others were bothered
by a House provision that would
grant the child tax break to
families with up to $200,000 in
annual income.
Despite Clinton’s veto threat,
there was a widespread expecta
tion that there was still time
later this fall for negotiations be
tween the White House and Con-

gress on a balanced-budget plan.
Debate began on the floor of
the Senate during the morning
and in the House a few hours
later, with Democrats and
Republicans attacking and ex
tolling the measure by turns.
At the same time. Dole and
Gingrich worked behind the
scenes to ease concerns of in
dividual lawmakers.
Gingrich sought to reassure
farm state lawmakers concerned
over a provision to end tradition
al farm programs by giving
growers a fixed but declining
payment to ease the switch to a
free-market system. Officials
said Gingrich was hoping to win
over the plan’s critics with an as
surance that if they voted for it,
he would make sure it was
changed in compromise talks
with the Senate.
»
The problems facing Dole, RKan., were different. Several
senators wanted more money for
their states from Medicaid, the
health care program for the poor.
And moderates were seeking ad
ditional funds for education, a
tax credit for the working poor,
reinstatement of federal nursing
home standards and an assort
ment of other changes.
“People are encouraged” by
the response to their concerns,
said Sen. John Chafee, of Rhode
Island, one member of the group
of moderates. “There’s an honest
effort being made to work things
out.”
Republicans hold a 53-46
majority in the Senate, with one
vacancy, and a 233-199 majority
in the House, with one independ
ent and two vacancies.
While Republicans approved a
non-binding budget blueprint
earlier in the year, the legisla
tion on the floor this week is re
quired to impose the actual
spending restraints necessary to
reduce the deficit.

h/OICE MAIL
If you want it, we have the best...
PACIFIC D B E L L .
Authorized Sales Representative

HAVE YOU EVER
EXPERIENCED...
•N ot getting phone messages taken by your roomate?
•O r worse yet, getting the wrong message.
•N ot being able to get your mesasges while you're away
from home?
• Then We have the answer...
• YOUR OWN PRIVA TE VOICE MAILBOX
•(Sorry Dormies. not available if you live on campus!!!)

781-7676
Extension 7000

35% O F F
All New York Times
Hardback Bestsellers

20% off New York Times
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and Books on Tape
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FEES: Cal Poly wants quality to match fee hikes
al studies research assistant
Book in 1992, which ack Bonnie Krupp
“Students are paying more
nowledges that a polytechnic
education is more expensive and but getting less,” said Juan Gon
requires additional funding, said zalez, vice president of student
Frank Lebens, vice president of affairs.
If we are going to ask stu
administration and finance.
dents
for more money, we have
Consequently, Cal Poly* was
to
be
held accountable and
asked to maintain quality on less
deliver
what
they need, he said.
funding, he said.
“We have to look primarily at
“You can only tighten the belt
new investment streams to so much before quality will suf
fer,” said Jack Wilson, mechani
maintain quality,” Zingg said.
“If we are going to ask stu cal engineering professor.
dents to pay more, what are they
The committee hopes to find a
going to get for there money?” way to build up trust among stu
asked President Warren Baker, dents and produce concrete items
who chaired the meeting.
as proof that the plan will deliver
The committee concurred that quality.
even though students have been
We have to rely heavily on
asked to reach further into their
clients
to find out if student
pockets over the years, their needs are
being met, Gonzalez
money has not served them.
said.
Staff positions have been cut,
Students, employers that hire
stretching the current staff num
bers to where they don’t know Cal Poly g ra d u a te s and
how the student body can be graduates themselves should be
served effectively when enroll asked to define quality, Lebens
ment increases, said institution- ‘suggested.
From page 1

ASSAULTS: Poly students should take precautions
From page 1

her house but tried to help the
man. He then attacked her and
tried to rape her.
Students at Cal Poly have to
take precautions, she said.
“They should walk in welllighted areas at a steady pace,
and have a partner walk (them)
to (their) car no matter if it’s just
across the street,” she said.

she said she has experienced per
sonal growth.
“I’ve learned so much from
this e?cperience — it has made
"I'm b itter th at I can't w a lk
alone a t night and so many
men can. Take precautions to
be safe -- it only takes one
lime to be attacked."

Growth threatens Central Valley farms
By Steve Geisskiger
Associoted Press

LODI, Calif. — Growing
Central Valley cities overran Don
Phillips’ farm 20 years ago, so he
moved his farm several miles
into the country.
But urban sprawl is creeping
toward his farm again like an
unstoppable concrete tide.
The nation’s most productive
agricultural region is in danger
of losing 1 million acres of
farmland to homes and busi
nesses as the population triples
during the next 45 years. Univer
sity of California researchers
said Wednesday.
“Stockton and Lodi are grow
ing together. It looks like it’s
going to be one big city. It’s
probably already too late to stop
it,” Phillips said as he pointed to
industrial buildings on the
horizon.
A new study shows low-den
sity urban sprawl by the year
2040 could fill in most of the
gaps between cities stretching
275 miles from Sacramento to
Bakersfield.
“U rban developm ent is
threatening to transform this
magnificent valley of farms and
natural areas into an urban
desert,” said Edward Thompson
of The American Farmland
Trust, which paid for the study.
The 11 counties in the Central
Valley last year produced 250 dif
ferent crops — from almonds to
zucchini — worth $13 billion.
The yield represented 8 percent
of total U.S. agricultural sales,
from an area comprising just

over o n e-h alf percent of
America’s farmland.
Phillips, 72, has farmed in the
Lodi area, 80 miles northeast of
San Francisco, since 1950. Two
decades ago he was forced out of
his original farm by urban grow
th. He and his sons now own or
lease a total of about 450 acres
near Interstate 5 and State
Highway 12.
He said land to grow his
grapes, corn, pumpkins and
tomatoes is becoming harder to
find and is more expensive.
Even churches have con
tributed to the loss of farmland
by constructing new chapels at
the edge of towns or in the
country, he said.
“I pray and I can do it in town
just as well as in the country,”
Phillips said.
The Farm land T rust, a
private nonprofit farmland con
servation group, is urging more
efficient use of land by cities.
Higher-density growth, in which
more development is squeezed
into existing urban areas, would
greatly reduce loss of farmland
in coming decades, the organiza
tion said.
State agencies are working on
the issue but local governments,
who have the most control over
growth, are paying too little at
tention, according to the group.
‘There is no broad perspective
among cities or statement on
that (sprawl over farmland),”
said League of California Cities
spokeswoman Debbie Thornton.
“Every city is unique in how it
responds to growth. Every city
responds to the unique concerns

She explained that she is tell
Assault victim
ing her story so that other
women don’t have to experience'
me aware,” she said. “I’m happy
what she has gone through.
where I am — emotionally and
“I’m bitter that I can’t walk mentally strong.”
alone at night and so many men
Any witness to this assault or
can,” she said. “Take precautions anyone with any additional infor
to be safe
it only takes one mation about either attack is
time to be attacked.”
urged to call Detective Jerome
But through this experience Tushbant at 781-7315.
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8 :3 0 a m -4 :3 0 p m
C areer Services
Rtr more details about Applied Materials, chw k out our binder in the Career
I’lacement office. We’re an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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of its citizens.”
The study found that low-den
sity development could consume
more than 1 million acres of the
6.7 million acres of farmland in
11 Central Valley counties by
2040.
Farmers would be restricted
in their use of another 2.5 mil
lion acres of farmland that is
close to population centers. Pes
ticide application, for example,
must be limited adjacent to
cities.
The valley’s population is ex
pected to triple to more than 12
million over the next four
decades, the study said.
The
sprawl would reduce
direct agricultural commodity
sales by $2.1 billion a year and
related sales of suppliers, proces
sors and other agricultural sup
port businesses by $3.2 billion a
year, the study found.
The 11 counties studied were
Fresno, Tulare, Kern,Merced,
Stanislaus, San Joaquin, Kings,
Madera, Yolo, S u tte r and
Sacramento.
New
study shows urban
sprawl will consume the follow
ing acreages in Central Valley
counties by 2040:
Fresno, 234,200.
Kern, 182,257.
Kings, 25,023.
Madera, 44,078.
Merced, 55,398.
Sacramento, 166,903.
San Joaquin, 113,488.
Stanislaus, 80,516.
Sutter, 27,026.
Tulare, 82,708.
Yolo, 23,880.
Total, 1,035,477.
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Treat yourself to
SLO’s best Pizza

Twas a night much like tonight...
The howlino wind tore and raked at the face of Woody the
Delivery guy. H e had been told of the long line of great pizza
delivery jxrsons who never returned from the hellspawn
abomination of a house before which he stood but the call had
gone out. W hether be it for help, or just SLO s best pizza, it did
not matter. L/nknowing of his rate should he continue. Woody
hesitated as a black cat mockingly crossed his path.
I will Delivrer this pizza, even if it means eternal torment at
the hands of unholy forcesl" Woody said aloud.
Now, at the very threshold of the ncthcr-rcgions lying beyond
the door in front of him.
lim. Woody painfully
painfolly w
wiipw the sweat from
his
brow.
Tlie
niencee that hung on Woody's 1nead
only
--------------------, , . .was
. » - w,,.j
punctuated by the occasional anticipatory squawk of the vulture
circling above.
"RINQ", called out the doorbell.
Hello", answered the man behind the door, "ah, our pizza."
The man handed Woody some money, artd sent him on his
way.
Corifused by the complete lack of pain and suffering inflicted
upon him by the man, Vvfoody's mind wandered on the long trip
back. Consequently, he failed to notice the elephant wandenng
on to the road. Woody was never heard from again...

$3«« off

O ctO b C T ID O flth ly SPC C ldl

e x tra c h e e s e &
* S h ro o m s o r P e p p e ro n l

$2°° off

LARGE 16**or
P I Z Z A . 3-toppíM Pizza
oneor moretoppines
1 0 0 0 H I6 U E R A S41-<4420 1 0 0 0 H IC U E R A 541-4420
Mot food witkoWeralia; oat ccNi^Mptr^iia; tip. 11 IJ/95
Not fotdwiai otheroCkfKtot oonpMptrpiaKM« 11/1&9S

lliS ^ lV

liWGE 16-

____Nedkim 12** Pizza
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COMMENTARY

We are not amused
Editor,
As African-American women, WE are appalled by
the Mustang Daily’s portrayal of the James Randolph
story. The image brought forth was one of an out-of-con
trol animal. The article was full of the indignations WE
have grown quite tired of.
WE understand that it is strictly your job to report
“The Facts,” but WE also understand that as the media,
colorful language is used to play on the emotions of your
audience. Words such as “hog-tied” and using his words,
“Black Power,” against him was extremely tasteless on
your part.
WE understand the aftermath was newsworthy in
your sight, however the fact that he could have died
(and this issue was not even addressed in your article)
is not amusing to US in the least. Your coverage showed
malice and tactlessness. Both the writer and the editor
of your newspaper chose to ignore the fact that this ar
ticle would be read by many who see our people as
savages, and with your caustic portrayal of this young
man, you gave them just cause to believe such fabrica
tions.
This story after the dawn of the Million Man March
has truly shown that our society, due mainly to the
media, will never heal itself of the loathsome percep
tions of African-Americans. Our people will not sit by
and allow the ‘Verbal lynching” of our brethren. This
young man is someone’s son, someone’s friend and our
brother. If your callousness as a newspaper will not
allow you to address these issues with AfricanAmericans, then it is your job as human beings to
apologize for the degradation of a mother’s son.
This is an issue that will not be ignored, downplayed
or looked upon lightly. As taxpayers and students
paying dearly to be educated at this university of
“higher learning,” WE will not support your efforts to
degrade anyone else within our “family.” WE will share
those views with those in our community and share our
concerns with those of authority.
Kecia Brown
Psychology senior
for African-American Women United of Cal Poly, SLO

Little red corvette — ticket
Editor,
I’m writing in response to the commentary by Carl
Sziebert “Harassed, Are you kidding?” I was pleased at
the positive comments by other students. But after read
ing Carl Sziebert’s thoughts on the subject, I quickly real
ized that I had failed Carl in my endeavor to show that
it’s possible for police to be unfair.
Before I told my story, I had stated that it would be a
difficult task for the reader to put his or her self in the
situation I was about to discuss. Obviously Carl had a
very hard time doing so, and I’m sorry for putting you
through that, Carl. But fear not, for I have devised a way
of stating things that might help you out.
Remember when you said you stood out because you
were going 20 mph over the speed limit and got a speed
ing ticket? Well, imagine if all the cars around you were
also going 20 mph over the speed limit, but you were the
only one to get a ticket. You would probably think that
cop was being unfair, right?
Now imagine if you were driving a red sports car and
were only driving at 10 mph over the limit (still breaking
the law) while all the other cars were passing you at 20
mph over the limit. Again, only you got a ticket. You’d
probably be pretty upset and maybe even feel you were
harassed for driving a car that stood out. 'Then imagine
some idiot saying, “You asked for it!”
And I must address your ideas about bow “in” crying
harassment is. My roommate, upon receiving his “j-walking” ticket, did not yell harassment or racism. He did not
“refuse to accept responsibility for what (he had) done
wrong.” He did not “need to find (an) excuse for (his) ac
tions.” Instead, he went quietly to court and paid his fine.
In fact, he preferred that I did not even tell his story. So
much for your theory on harassment victims, Carl.
(Jeorge Bernard Zuber
Political science senior
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Harassment in the no-parking zone
by Alejandro Chavez
7b harass: To worry and impede by repeated attacks. poople were improporly parked as we had been the week
To tire out (as with physical or mental effort). To vex, before. Coincidentally, a police car was driving in the op
trouble or annoy continually or chronically.
posite direction (yes, just as had happened the week
This letter is a response to the commentary by Carl before). But in this case, the officer gave a fast glance
Sziebert on Oct. 23. Carl states that he cannot sym toward the action and drove away slowly as if nothing
pathize with Mr, Chelquist and Mr. Zuber in their cleums was happoning in front of him. The only difference be
of being harassed by the police for minor incidents. I can tween those two porsons and my wife and I is our skin
understand why he says so because he probably has color.
never been harassed. When a porson has not suffered an
Carl, when you observe this typo of action continually,
action against him (i.e. harassment, racism etc.), he may your mind starts to wonder why this happons. Unfor
have a hard time believing the results of that action suf tunately, harassment exists in this country, and in this
fered by someone else. Even if that porson is told about community. If poople like myself do not tell other poople
the suffering, he may not realize just how bad it can be.
that it does, the rest of the community may not be aware
I had been stoppod by the police and I did not feel that or believe because they may not have exporienced them
I was being harassed at that time. But when two poople for themselves.
get a different treatment for the same action over and
Until everybody in “our” country realizes that harass
over again, I cannot hqlp myself from using the H word ment is almost a daily occurrence for certain groups of
(harassment).
poople in our nation, then and only then may we see some
Let me explain. A couple of weeks ago, my wife drove changes in the behavior of certain poople.
me to school. She stoppod at the side of the road to let me
I would like to answer two probable questions this let
ter may provoke in its readers. First of all, yes, this inci
If people ic e m yself do not te l other people that
dent may seem minute. I may appoar to be a whiner, but
many minute events adds up to considerable burden.
harassment exists, the rest of the community may
Second, once I was told that if I did not agree with the ac
not be aw are or beleve it because they may not
tions of this nation, I should leave and return to my
country of origin (you know, the “love it or leave it” at
hove experienced h for themselves._______________ titude). I would like to say, yes, I am an immigrant. But I
love this country a lot more than do many p>eople who
out of the car. A police patrol car was driving in the op were bom in this land, and I would give much more for
posite direction. TTie officer stoppod his automobile in the this nation at any given time.
middle of the street and started to admonish us for our
But because I love this country so much, I allow myself
“criminal” behavior (we were stoppod in a no-parking
to
express
my opinions in the cases where I think there
zone). At that moment I took responsibility for my ac
tions. I thought that we had done something impropor could be an adjustment to make America more just. A fair
and were disciplined for that action. I did not think at the nation that will truly give the rights of life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness (I’m sure these words sound
time that we were harassed.
A week later my wife drove me to school again. This very, very familiar). Thank you.
time she took the time to park in the legally correct spot
to let me out of the car. From that place, we saw that two
Alejandro Chavez is a biology senior.

All rig h t, here we go again...

We really like it when you submit letters and commen
taries to the Daily. Really, it makes our day. Everyone
gathers around the mailbox and fax machine to see what
we got this time. So please keep sending stuff in.
On the other hand...some of you are trying to send us,
the Opinion editor, to an early grave by not putting your
name, phone number, m£qor and year on your submis
sions. This is very cruel. Also, some of you have not been
giving them to us t)rp)ed and double-spaced. 'This is un
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than a page double-spaced for letters and two to three
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with back issues of the Wall Street Journal. You have
been warned. -D.P.
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Plans killed for
waitresses with
whips in Belfast

Copeland’s Sports

By Sbgwn Pogotchnik
Ass(xioted Press_____________________________

BELFAST, Northern Ireland
— Whipped potatoes, OK.
Whipped diners, no way.
The burghers of Belfast have
torpedoed plans for a new res
taurant featuring waitresses
dressed as English schoolgirls —
albeit wearing short skirts and
black-lace stockings, and toting
whips.
Judge John Higgins ruled
Wednesday that restaurateur
Tommy Alexander’s plans to
open School Dinners eatery in
downtown Belfast would violate
the lease by providing entertain
ment.
The entertainment: waitres
ses whipping patrons’ rears in
mock punishment if they don’t
clean their plates.
“I’m sure the decent people of
Belfast will be glad. We don’t
want immoral things in our city,”
said the Rev. Eric Smyth, a Free
Presbyterian minister who is
lord mayor of Belfast.
“This is not fun, this is filth.”
Smyth, a member of the Rev.
Ia n P a i s l e y ’s h a r d - lin e
Democratic Unionist Party,
demanded that two Belfast councilmen resign after posing for
spankings.
Publicity f lots of Sandy Blair
and Jim “Ji lior” Walker being
spoon-fed itraw berries by
waitresses i ting in their laps
appeared l., front pages of
several regional newspapers.
Both men gave the thumbs-up
sign as they bent over a chair to
take their punishment.
“Our lord mayor’s a fuddyduddy,” Blair said. “He may well
have a dirty mind too, but he
ought to get a sense of humor to
go with it.”
Walker, who was expelled
from the Democratic Unionist
Party over the affair, said School
D inners would cheer up
downtown a scarred by IRA
bombings.
‘We have had 25 years where
it has been oppressed and closed
to its citizens. Now is the time
for the fun to come flooding
back,” said Wilson. He said
voters had come up to shake his
hand after seeing the photos.
Telephone calls supportii)g
the councilmen jammed the
switchboards of local talk shows,
far outnumbering the critics. The
crush of callers joining a phonein poll on the (Jerry Kelly show
Friday night was so great that
the telephone company com
plained that it was affecting the
999 emergency service.
School Dinners organizers
said they were determined to
open up the eatery somewhere
else in Belfast, and expect all the
publicity will only help them.
A School Dinners restaurant
has operated for 14 years in Lon
don with no controversy what
soever. It also provides Chippendales-style waiters for women.
Belfast restaurateur Michael
Love, who’s not involved in the
new venture but has sampled the
fare at the London School Din
ners, said critics didn’t know
what they talking about.
“Mock canings take place, par
ticularly anybody who has a
birthday. But it’s all done with
the consent of the person in
volved. No one’s humiliated in
any way,” he said. “You’re
brought ‘to the front of the class,’
and asked to stand at a stool,
and given a mock six of the best.”
Most criticism in Belfast
focused on the w aitresses’
uniforms: white shirts and
striped ties like British private
school uniforms on top, short
black skirts and black-lace tights
below.
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Gramm Seeks Donations for NRA ‘Birthday Gift’
J

ByTomRaum
B

NRA members on stationery
WASHINGTON — Sen. Phil marked “Phil Gramm U.S.
Gramm, a Republican presiden Senator” with an eagle seal on
tial candidate, is allowing the top. The envelope also bears a
National Rifle Association to use “Phil Gramm, U.S. Senator”
his name and title to solicit con legend
However, despite its official
tributions and new members on
appearance,
the letterhead is not
“U.S. senator” letterhead.
actually
Senate
stationery and
The gun lobby drafted, paid
the
seal
is
not
an
official one.
for and mailed a Gramm letter
Both
the
gun
lobby
and
Gramm’s
seeking donations as a “special
birthday gift” for the NRA’s chief office said the letter was
produced and mailed by the
lobbyist.
Public interest and gun-con NRA.
Federal law forbids soliciting
trol groups denounced the
strategy as ethically ques or receiving political contribu
tionable. But aides to the Texas tions in a federal building.
lawmaker defended it as a com However, the House and Senate
ethics committees have advised
mon fund-raising technique.
Gramm’s undated letter lawmakers not to use their office
praises the NRA’s executive vice telephones, stationery or other
president, Wayne LaPierre, as resources in fund raising.
Gary Koops, a Gramm cam
“my friend ever since I came to
paign spokesman, said that send
Congress.”
Noting that LaPierre’s 45th ing the letter on stationery that
birthday is next month, Gramm looks official but isn’t is a fund
asked recipients to give a friend raising technique used by both
or relative a gift membership in political parties.
“It happens all the time,”
the NRA “as a special birthday
Koops said. He said Gramm
gift to Wayne.”
He called on supporters to stood by the content of the letter
help the NRA, whose member and didn’t think there was any
ship has declined, to recruit ethical problem with helping the
100,000 new members by year’s gun lobby raise money.
end.
But Josh Goldstein of the
Gramm’s letter was sent to private Center for Responsive

Politics said the mailing “raises
concerns. Here you have a
senator who is running for the
presidency who is raising money
for a single-issue lobby and using
his name and status to do so.”
Peter Burling, a lawyer and
NRA member from Cornish,
N.H., said he was distressed to
get the solicitation in Wednes
day’s mail.
“It shows how totally out of
control this special interest ...
money has gotten,” said Burling,
a former Democratic state repre
sentative. “It’s such a tight circle,
the NRA giving money to
Gramm’s election, Gramm rais
ing money for NRA.”
Accompanying Gramm’s letter
is a “Pledge of Support” that asks
NRA members for a contribution.
Boxes labeled $10, $35, $50,
$100, $200 and “Other” are in
cluded.
Gramm asserts that LaPierre
has been ‘Vilified” in the news
media.
“Constant attacks have taken
a personal toll,” he writes. “When
membership declines, whether
it’s because of a dues increase or
because of attacks by the media,
he feels a personal loss.”
The NRA earlier this year saw
its membership decline by about

Associored Press

300,000 to just under 3.2 million.
LaPieire has blamed the decline
in part on an annual dues in
crease from $20 to $35.
Bill Powers, a spokesman for
the NRA, said the gun lobby
would have no public comment
on the Gramm letter.
The Coalition to Stop Gun
Violence, a gun-control group,
obtained a copy of the NRA letter
and provided it to The Associated
Press.
Michael Beard of the coalition
said the mailing “shows how
desperate the National Rifle As
sociation is. ... It’s really ques
tionable for a presidential can
didate to do this kind of thing. It
shows he owes them something
big time.”
Gramm has been an active
supporter of the NRA. In the first
nine months of this year, the
NRA’s political action committee
gave $4,950 to G ram m ’s
senatorial campaign fund.
The NRA has attracted
criticism this year for a fund
raising letter calling federal law
enforcement agents “jackbooted
government thugs” and dis
closure that the NRA paid for
consultants helping Republican
congressional aides probe the
Waco disaster.
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Where in the West is San Luis Obispo’s favorite Itchy McGuirk?
their CD at party.
“It’s definitely a step in the
right direction,” said Groshart,
and especially with a possible
soundtrack to follow.

By Leslie Miyamoto
and Dan Walker
Special to the Doily

Itchy McGuirk started out
nearly four years ago as a twoman garage band unaware of the
places it was heading.
This summer marked a turn
ing point for the local blues-rock '
band after the release of a second i
CD, a movie deal, a summer tour
and the experience of playing
with the top artists in the music.
industry.
Now it has a better grasp on
what the future holds.
In July, the band, made up of
Cal Poly graduates and students,
left for Oregon, Washington,
Idaho, M ontana, Wyoming,
North Dakota and British
Columbia. Twenty shows later,
an unexpected invitation from
Blues Traveler caused it to rear
range its tour and cut shows to
accommodate this big break.
Itchy McGuirk was requested
by Blues Traveler and their
agent Dave Prêcheur to open for
it during part of its summer tour.
The tour was scheduled to
promote Blues Traveler’s newly
released album. Four, which has
recently gone multi-platinum.
The two concerts took place in
North Dakota. Reaching nearly
6,000 people. Itchy McGuirk got
their first taste of stardom. New
fans followed the band and asked
for autographs.
“It was a surreal experience in
th a t we were treated as
celebrities for four days,” said
Dave Walker, the band’s drum
mer. “We signed everything from
dollar bills to Blues Traveler
CD’s, T-shirts, hats and Itchy
McGuirk CD’s and T-shirts —
just about anything you can im
agine.”
And before Itchy McGuirk
moved on, Blues Traveler mem

San Luis Obispo fans are still
following Itchy McGuirk. It was
voted best local band in the New
Times’ Weekly Reader’s Poll, and
is the most requested band on
local radio stations KOTR-FM
and SLY 96.
“We look at them as being the
most requested local band,” said
Drew Ross, Programming Direc
tor for KOTR-FM. “I see them
doing bigger and better things.
They are one of the great touring
bands and the more people see
them, the more of a following
they will have.”

Caught relaxing in their dressing room, Itchy M cG uirk members (I to r) Dave W alker, Chief who is part of their
crew, M ark Kasoury, John Schol, Doug Groshart and Helen Tracewell (not pictured) prepare for the release of a
second CD, a new movie deal and the chance to play with top bands / Daily photo courtesy of Dave W alker

bers had advice for the up-andcoming band.
“Always play hard and always
play as much as you can,” Walker
said.
Blues Traveler’s lead singer
John Popper advised Itchy
McGuirk’s singer and pianist
Doug Groshart to “keep writing
music and write what you feel.”
The band has taken the ad
vice to heart.’ It was recently
picked up by Labrynth Enter
tainment, who handles its shows
that are already scheduled well
into December.
Bookings include San Luis
Obispo, Santa Barbara, Chico,
San Francisco, Humboldt, San
Diego and Tahoe.
Itchy McGuirk is also plan
ning a winter tour throughout
Oregon, Washington, Colorado

and Arizona.
And Blues Traveler isn’t the
only band Itchy has come across
lately. They recently had an im
promptu jam with Scott Weiland
and Dean DeLeo of Stone Temple
Pilots during a Santa Barbara
show.
Hootie and the Blowfish is
looking at Itchy McGuirk to do
some shows, and the band is ten
tatively scheduled to be reunited
with Blues Traveler during the
next summer tour.
And with all the touring, the
band still distributed its second
CD. Originally the CD was made
as a promotional disk, for booking
com panies, prom oters and
recording companies, but with
fans demanding its public sale, it
decided to sell it locally.
Since its release in August,

the untitled CD has already sold
out, enabling the order of a
thousand more.
The CD features four new
songs written by Doug Groshart
and singer and guitarist Mark
Kafourv.
While Itchy McGuirk is test
ing the waters in the music sec
tor, the band also got their feet
wet in the film industry.
In January, the song, “What
About You” from their first
album. Miles To Go, will make
its debut on the big screen in the
upcoming Michael Seitzman film,
“Farmer and Chase” starring
Laura Flynn Boyle and Ben Gasseu-o.
As w riter and director,
Seitzman was looking for a song
for a particular scene and track
ed the band down after hearing

Yet local fans need not be
afraid the members of Itchy
McGuirk have gotten too big to
play locally. They haven’t forgot
ten their roots and will be back
Band member Walker says
San Luis Obispo is still one of
their favorite places to perform.
Groshart agreed.
“It’s really fun (to play in San
Luis Obispo); we always have a
really good time. It’s cool to see
all the familiar people and its
good to see people who don’t real
ly know us (personally) but know
our music.’^
I f you haven't had the chance
to hear Itchy McGuirk or are a
faithful fan, they are coming back
to San Luis Obispo on October
31, performing for all ages at
SLO Vets Hall. For upcoming
performance dates and to get on a
mailing . list, call Thaddeus
Reynolds at (415) 626-6705.
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Blues-rock band Itchy McGuirk opened for Blues Traveler on their tour through North and South Dakota this sum
mer / Daily photo courtesy of Dove W alker
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Fish gives Kipling’s words
a new, present day sound
religious leader’s work, the fol
lowers will mess it up.
Doily Opinion Editor
If you cry easily, you’d better
Man: Do you like Kipling?
have
tissue handy when you hear
Woman: I don’t know. I’ve never
“The
Roman Centurion’s Song.”
kippled.
It
is
a
century commander beg
It is said that by this joke,
ging
his
legate not to send him
a u th o r Rudyard K ipling’s
back
to
Rome,
as he is bound to
'enemies discredited him in the
eyes of the public. But while they Britain by 40 years of service.
might have won in the short run, “Here where my dearest dead are
no one is making songs of their laid, my wife and only son ”
Fish’s slow guitar work and
poems today.
sonorous,
sad vocals play up the
Songs from Kipling poems? It
sorrow
of
the
lyrics.
is true. Random Factors has
F'eminists will either hate or
released the third album of the
love
“The F'emale of the Species,”
joint efforts of Leslie Fish, using
depending
on how they hear the
Kipling’s words, “Our Fathers of
words.
Thinking
back on a poem
Old.” This follows “Undertaker’s
in
which
Kipling
unfavorably
Horse” and “Cold Iron,” both
released by Off-Centaur Records, compares a woman to u cigar.
Fish’s song about a vigilante
now defunct.
gang
of women who execute
Fish is rather an acquired
rapists
sparks all kinds of emo
taste, but anyone can appreciate
tions.
her distinctive guitar work. Her
Following her tradition of
twelve-string guitar, named
parodying
herself, even before
Monster, dominates the album,
“Our
Fathers”
came out. Fish
sounding like at least three nor
had
parodied
“Song
of the Men’s
mal guitars.
Side”
as
“Song
from
the Pig’s
Some songs like “A General
Side”
in
“Tapeworm
I.” The
Summary,” show Kipling’s sage
original
is
the
tale
from
Viking
judgment of the sameness of the
ages. “And who can doubt the mythology about how the god Tyr
secret hid /Under Cheop's sold his eye to the blacksmiths of
pyramid /Was it the contractor the gods for a magic knife to
did /Cheops out of several mil defend his people. The parody is
lion.” Anyone who has construc a takeoff on the three little pigs.
tion done can empathize with They have to be heard to be
believed.
King Pharaoh.
The title track, “Our Fathers
“A Servant When He Reigof
Old,” is about crude but
neth” is based on King Solomon’s
courageous
medical practices of
biblical opinion of the four most
our
ancestors,
despite that it was
damnable things in the world, “A
handmaid that is mistress, a fool our mothers of old who were the
when he is full of meat, an odious healers.
Kipling was perhaps laughing
woman married.
at
himself in “In the Neolithic
“But a servant when he reigAge”
as he points out the human
neth old lover numbered first.”
quality
of willingness to drop
“The First Chantey” and
one’s
own
work to tell someone
“Helen All Alone” are the closest
Kipling comes to love songs. else how to do theirs. The guitar
“Chantey” tells the story of a work on this is almost frenetic,
prehistoric couple that runs and Fish’s voice most strident as
away from their tribes and after she stresses the words.
Fish tends to have long guitar
unforeseen consequences ensue,
solos
before the last verse. It is
only divine intervention gets
them out of the mess. Fish does a best during this respite to not
good job of getting a primitive concentrate too much on her
feel out of Monster and a mas guitar work, but rather gather
culine, Neanderthal feel out of oneself up for the last verse,
which is sure to kick one in the
her voice.
“Helen All Alone” seems based rear.
The only problem with this
on Greek or Roman mythology,
and tells the story of a couple album is getting it. It can be or
that steals out of Limbo Gate to dered from Random Factors. At
find the secrets of Earth. A C o m p u S e rv e , th e y a r e
@
chimé backs up the exotic flavor (70501,672) or
genie.geis.com.
Otherwise
it
can
of this song.
“The Disciple” proves the last- be purchased any place filk is
ing q u a lity of K ip lin g ’s sold. Filk is science fiction folk
knowledge of people. Whether music, arguably «the smallest
applied to “carpenter or camelier genre of all. The only place it is
is at science fiction conven
or Maya’s dreaming son,” (Jesus, sold
tions,
and that is another article
Mohammed or Buddha) or al
all
in
itself.
most any other ideological or
Dawn Pillsbury

ly Donna Haines
Doily Staff Writer

He coaches Cal Poly’s aspir
ing rodeo athletes to ride bulls
and bucking horses — but his
degree is in business ad
ministration.
Randy Wilson, a 1992 Cal
Poly graduate, comes to the
arena with an unlikely educa
tion for a rodeo coach. He grew
up working on a ranch in the
Santa Maria valley and learned
to manage money as a student
in the late 80s and early 90s.
Ironically, the state discon
tinued funding for his position
with the rodeo. So Wilson and
the students raise all the money
to keep his salary and the rodeo
program alive, he said.
Wilson, a stocky, 6-foot man,
wearing Wranglers and boots,
talked about his love of animals
and how helping students suc
ceed in the rodeo arena keeps
him “keepin’ on,” despite the
constant paper work and 12hour days. There’s no overtime
pay for this bachelor coach.
One of the rodeo athletes,
20-year-old Scott Radelfinger,
says Wilson is “like another one
of the guys — he works pretty
hard.”
There are “so many expenses
(for the students) it’s unbeliev
able,” Wilson said. Unlike foot
ball and the other contact
sports, rodeo athletes not only
pay entry fees, they must have
a truck and trailer, a horse and
its food. In addition to a con
siderable amount of financial
investment, they must be full
time students maintaining
grades at the same level as any
other athlete.
Agricultural science senior
Kit Gilbert, who competed in
the rodeo last year, confirms the
high expectations and require
ments but pointed out that stu
dents can win up to $350 prize
money competing.
Gilbert participated in barrel
racing, goat tying and a
modified ladies’ calf roping
event during her years of rodeo
athletics.
Gilbert addressed the con
cern of cruelty to rodeo animals,
saying people unfamiliar with
ranching and farming usually
don’t understand how well the
animals are actually treated.
He said that animals are in
valuable to the rancher.
“Horses are my best friends,”
Gilbert said. “A rancher doesn’t
abuse his cattle, they’re his
livelihood.” Coach Wilson
echoed Gilbert with a tragic
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Justin Fitzpatrick wrestles with a bull at the Oct. 14 and 15 Cal Poly rodeo
where there were nine possible events, including steer wrestling, team roping
and barrel racing / Daily photo by Shoshi Hebshi

story about 600 horses starving
to death on a Southwest reser
vation, the result of not receiv
ing the kind of care ranchers
provide routinely for their
stock.
“You’re not around animals
because you enjoy abusing
them,” Wilson said.
The animals’ riders aren’t al
ways so lucky.
“These kids — they get
banged up,” Wilson said. Neck
injuries from bull riding, leg
trauma from team roping and
injuries to knees and ankles are
not unusual. The riders wear
flack jackets which
redistributes the pressure on
impact out to back, stomach
and ribs when assaulted by a
2000-pound animal or thrown
to the ground.
One of Wilson’s hardest jobs
is picking one women’s and one
men’s team to compete against
the 12 other schools in the
region.
There are six team events for
men; four events for women.
Coach Wilson has to chose these
teams from a field of dedicated
rodeo athletes. The chosen
teams work together for the
remainder of the year, hoping to
earner enough points to com

pete in the championship per
formance in Bozeman, Mon
tana.
Each region will send two
teams to compete; one men’s
and one women’s team will
emerge the national college
champion for 1995-96 school
year.
Before the glory of making it
to finals, however, these ath
letes exhibit guts and grit on
weekend rodeos. Athletes
spend weekends on the road
and must return to classes on
Monday as if they had done
their homework. It takes a spe
cial passion to overcome these
obstacles and maintain the
dedication to win those critical
points. Coach Wilson pointed
out.
Last year’s Cal Poly rodeo
athletes won both men’s and
women’s West Coast team
championships and rode on the
national college finals where
the men’s team ranked third in
the nation.
This week, Cal Poly rodeo
athletes continue practicing for
the next regional rodeo Nov. 4
and 5 at West Hills College in
Coalinga, a school with one of
the biggest rodeo programs in
the United States.
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HALLOWEEN: Film character’s costumes are a rising trend among adults
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Halloween Happenings
Ghosts and spirits aren’t the 9:30 a.m., respectively. The 5-K
costs $13 and the one-miler is
only hauntings on Oct 28-31.
$10 with T-shirts. Proceeds go
•A concert dance and costume to the SLO Parks and Recrea
party featuring the classic rock tions Department.
of Itchy McGuirk and the world
•Grover Beach will host
beat-style music of Mozaic gets what has been billed “the best
underway Oct. 31 at 7 p.m. at haunted house on the Central
the San Luis Obispo Veterans Coast.” The Hopeless Hospital
Hall, 801 Grande Ave. Tickets of the Doomed is an adultare $7 at Boo Boo Records and oriented haunted house at the
Liquid CDs. There will be plenty Grover Beach Community Cen
of food and drink, and the con ter on 12th and Trouzille from
cert is being sponsored by Back- 6-9:30 p.m., Oct. 28-31. The cost
burner Productions and K-BEAR is $3 and kids can attend a car
95.3, who are putting up $95.3 nival for $1.
and a cellular phone for those
•“Pumpkins on the Pier” at
with the best costumes.
Pismo Beach provides fun for
•A 5-K and a one-mile fun- children ages 12 and under. It
run will take place Oct. 28 at happens on Oct. 28 from 1-4
Laguna Lake Park at 8:30 and p.m. at the first diamond on the
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have to be something dead,” he
said of his annual themeoriented parties. “This year I’m
d re ssin g as h a lf of th e
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
duo.”
Some people don’t get all the
Halloween hyp>e.
Roberto Quintana, a thirdyear agriculture business ex
change student from Baja, said
he finds the custom of Halloween
costumes fun, but doesn’t under
stand the celebration.
“I don’t know why you
celebrate witches day, yet dress
up like Cinderella,” he said. “On
our Day of the Dead (a holiday
celebrated during the first week
of December), we honor our rela
tives and fnends who have died
with flowers and food placed at
their grave sites.”
But as a part-time actor and
theater buff, he said he ap
preciates the light-spirited com
memoration of Oct. 31 and might
even attend a campus party as
Jim Carey’s Mask.

A secretive student shows off the costume that she plans to trick her friends with on hialioween / Daily photo by Joe
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pay upward from $75 for
Cuesta College student John detailed, blood-and-guts heads
Adams is a musical theater and death skulls.
major who dabbles in monster
Eleven-year-old Jonathan
makeup at Capers.
Ward of Paso Robles said he’d
“Last year, the most popular buy the expensive mask if he had
costumes were Ace Ventura, the money because it’s “wayMask, Batman and skeletons,” more scary.”
Other costumes considered
he said.
popular
standbys are Spiderman,
Halloween costumes aren’t
just for the young anymore. Playboy bunnies and Geisha. Ac
While Disney characters and cessories people can expect to see
Davey Crockett are still hits with on some costumes this Hal
kids, the continuing trend is loween include fright gloves that
are “guaranteed to turn your
catering to adults.
“A lot of students are into dreams into screams,” say
S&M and mistress costumes,” manufacturers, Bart Simpson
Wolf said. “Apparently there will hair, and the Jim Carey limebe a lot of scantily- clad people at green masks.
But not everyone has a person
parties this year, because most of
them come in and ask for body in mind when howling around
paint only, not costumes,” he next Tuesday.
Steve Schmitz, a 25-year-old
said.
Gangster and flapper cos machinist in San Luis Obispo,
tumes are also on the heavy re bought four bottles of blue body
quest list from students.
paint to make himself up to be
Wolf said he can put together the beast in the newest cartoon
a good gore effect for around $10, series, “X-Man.”
even though people who want
Wolf said he’s attending a
the ultimate in exotic masks can party up north with friends. “I
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Pismo Beach Pier. The event is
free and features a juggling
show at 2 p.m. followed by a
magic show at 3 p.m. and a cos
tume contest of the wackiest to
the scariest at 3:30 p.m. A
pumpkin-decorating contest
begins at 1 p.m., and judging
begins at 2:30 p.m. Kids get to
take the pumpkin home.
If it rains, the event will
move to the Shell Beach
Veterans Memorial Building on
230 Leeward St.
•Volunteers are needed to
help with the Paso Robles Hal
loween carnival, Oct. 31 from
6-9 p.m. at Centennial Park.
For information, call Annelyese
at 237-3988.

cover.
•Richard Green performs at
McLintocks
Saloon at 9:30.
•Shival Experience plays
No cover.
Osos S treet Subs at 8:30. $1
•Good Medicine sings feel
cover.
good
music to Linnaeas Cafe
•Bourbon Jones plays
at
8.
No
cover.
M other’s Tavern at 9:30. $2
•Shival
Experience delivers
cover.
worldbeat
to SLO Brew at
•Stranger rocks SLO Brew
9:30. $3 cover.
at 9:30. $2 cover.
Highlights
•Monte Mills .«:ings country
•An Old-Time Harvest Fes
at McLintocks Saloon at
tival celebrates past era’s
9:30. No cover.
music and activities at the
•Jeffrey Halford performs at
•Rooby
Rax
rocks
Osos
Achievement
House on Oct.
B ackstage Pizza at noon.
S treet Subs at 9 and mid 28 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Ad
Friday, October 27
' night. $2 cover.
mission ranges from $1-5 and
•S id M o rris & The proceeds help disabled people
•Road Dogs rocks Osos Roadhouse Rockers play find jobs. For more info, call
S treet Subs at 8:30. $2 cover. M other’s Tavern at 9:30. $3 543-9383.
Thursday, October 26

•Madeline MacNeil per
forms blues at Linnaeas Cafe
at 7:30. Tickets cost $8 at Blue
Note.
•Mama Llama delivers rock
to SLO Brew at 9:30. $3 cover.
•David Smith performs for
McLintocks Saloon at 9:30.
No cover.
•K. Bohler & The Kingpins
performs at M other’s Tkvem
at 9:30. $3 cover.
Saturday, O ctober 28
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Wilson appeals lower court ruling
on state affirmitive action lawsuit
Assotioted Press

SACRAMENTO — Gov. Pete
Wilson, not deterred by an ap
peal court’s refusal to consider
his challenge to state affirm
ative action laws, will take his
case to the state Supreme
Court, a spokesman said Wed
nesday.
The 3rd District Court of Ap
peal on Tuesday refused to hear
the lawsuit Wilson filed against
his own state agencies in
August seeking to end some af
firmative action programs.
“The decision of the appel
late court was not a decision on
the merits,” Wilson said. “We
will seek review from the state
Supreme Court.”
Spokesman Paul Kranhold
said that action will be taken
soon.
Wilson has been attacking
state affirmative action
programs this year, and made
an end to racial and ethnic
preferences a centerpiece of his
failed campaign for the
Republican presidential
nomination.
The lawsuit was the last of
three actions taken by Wilson to
attack affirmative action
programs he once supported.
In June, he issued an execu
tive order abolishing all state
affirmative action programs not
required by state or federal
laws. In July, he led the Univer
sity of California Board of
Regents in voting to end
preferential hiring and admis
sions in that system.
A month later he filed the
lawsuit asking the court to
throw out five laws that set
state government hiring and

contracting goals for minorities
and women. His lawsuit con
tended those programs violated
the equal protection clause of .
the state Constitution.
The appeal court decision
Tuesday was brief and without
explanation.
However, one of the justices
who voted not to hear Wilson’s
lawsuit said it should be heard
instead in a lower Superior
Court.
Wilson said he was en
couraged that two of the jus
tices thought the lawsuit should
be heard in some court.
‘The court’s decision in no
way changes the fact that these
five statutes are unconstitution
al infringements on the right of
individuals to be considered ac
cording to their qualifications
and not on the basis of their
race or gender,” Wilson said.
Wilson had to sue some of
his own agencies, including the
state Personnel Board, the
Department of General Ser
vices, the Lottery Commission,
the California Community Col
leges board, state Treasurer
Matt Fong and state Controller
Kathleen Connell.
A coalition of civil rights
groups opposed the lawsuit and
defended the affirmative action
laws.
“Allowing the governor to en
join state agencies from enforc
ing laws he believes are invalid
would in effect give him a
second opportunity to veto
laws,” Karl Manheim, a Loyola
Law School professor, wrote for
the coalition.

Croatians’ fate causes
U.N. officials concern
By NUsIm Sovk
Associated Press

ERDUT, Croatia — Mediators
pressed Wednesday to settle a
dispute in Croatia that could •
derail next week’s Bosnian pieace
talks, while U.N. officials wor
ried about the fate of thousands
of non-Serbs in northern Bosnia.
Sewing up an agreement on
peacefully reintegrating the last
bit of Serb-held land in Croatia
would allow the presidents of
Bosnia, Serbia and Croatia to
concentrate solely on a Bosnian
p>eace settlement when they meet
in Dayton, Ohio, next Wednes
day.
A two-week-old cease-fire in
Bosnia appears to be holding,
paving the way for hard bargain
ing over who gets what territory
in Bosnia and how it is governed.
Rebel Serbs in Croatia have
agreed in principle to giving back
land they hold on Croatia’s east
ern border with Serbia. But dif
ferences over the length of an in
ternationally-supervised transi
tion period and other issues
remain.
After holding talks with both
sides in this Serb-held town in
eastern Croatia, U.S. Ambas
sador Peter Galbraith said
mediators would draft “what we
hope will be the final document.”
It “will not satisfy either of
the sides, but will certainly be
the best we can do,” he said Wed
nesday. “We feel that the time is
very short. ... We would like to
see a result before the talks
begin in Ohio, if that is possible.”
Galbraith said the agreement
would include provisions on
respecting the human rights of
“all the citizens in the region.”
More talks were planned

Fiiday and Saturday. Serb
negotiator Milan Milanovic said
the agreement could be signed as
soon as Sunday — the day of par
liamentary elections in Croatia
that FVesident Franjo Tudjman’s
party is expected to win easily.
In blitzes in May and August,
the Croatian army retook most of
the land Serbs had held since a
six month war in 1991. Croatian
le a d e rs h av e re p e a te d ly
threatened to use force to retake
the remaining Serb-held land if
agreement on returning the land
is not reached soon.
A settlement in Croatia would
meet one condition for lifting the
international sanctions imposed
on Serbia for fomenting the
Croatian and Bosnian wars.
The United States, which has
spearheaded the latest peace in
itiative, also wants a signature
on a Bosnian , peace deal.
Progress on peace efforts has ac
celerated since Serbian Presi
dent Slobodan Milosevic, eager
to having the crippling sanctions
lifted, began negotiating on be
half of the Bosnian Serbs last
month.
Yugoslavia’s foreign minister,
Milan Milutinovic, insisted in
comments reported Wednesday
that sanctions must be lifted
before Serbs sign a Bosnian
peace deal.
If the Ohio talks are success
ful, a final peace conference in
Paris would be held to sign a for
mal end to the war.
Eager to put a Russian stamp
on the peace talks, Russian
President Boris Yeltsin on Wed
nesday invited the three Balkan
presidents to the Kremlin the
day before the U.S. talks start.

Palestinians rejoice as Israelis depart

By Hilary Appelmon
Associated Press

JE N IN , West Bank —
Hundreds of ecstatic Pales
tinians waving flags and chant
ing “Our revolution is vic
torious!” mobbed the first
rep re.sen tatives of Yasser
Arafat’s police who arrived Wed
nesday as Israel began pulling
troops out of the city.
Jenin is the first of seven
cities to be handed to the Pales
tinians under the Israel-PLO
autonomy agreement signed last
month at the White House. The
arrival of Arafat’s police is the
first step toward Palestinian
self-rule in most West Bank
towns and villages by the end of
the year.
While Israeli soldiers stood
back and watched, celebrating
Palestinians took a flag from the
crowd and hoisted it to the top of
a pole in front of the just-opened
Israeli-PLO liaison center, then
danced cheering around the
once-outlawed banner.
“We have been under occupa
tion for 28 years and now we are
w itn e ssin g h is to ry ,” said
Kadoura Mousa, an Arafat aide
in Jenin. “The revolution of the
construction of the Palestinian
state has started.”
The relatively smooth start to
the Israeli pullout from Jenin,
open to the world’s press, con
trasted sharply with last year’s
withdrawal from the Gaza Strip.
Israeli soldiers there packed up
in the middle of the night, ac
companied by gunfire and hails
of stones.
Later Wednesday evening,
dozens of Palestinians threw
stones at Israeli troops in Jenin,
slightly injuring at least one bor
der policeman, Israel army radio
said. Israel radio said three
firebombs were thrown, but
caused no damage or injuries.
Wednesday was notable as
much for what didn’t happen as
for what did. No Israeli soldiers
left the territory they have oc
cupied for 28 years, and only 10
of the 12,000 Palestinian police

to be deployed in the West Bank
actually arrived — and only after
agreeing to come with their guns
unloaded.
But the 10 police, including
five senior officers in olive drab,
were given a hero’s welcome at
the Israel-PLO liaison office —
six white trailers on the out
skirts of Jenin.
“This is a moment of joy for
our entire people,” said Jamal
Hasanat, one of hundreds of
young men and boys singing and
dancing in the bare dirt court
yard in the center of the trailers.
The gradual pullout is a far cry
from Israel's hasty departure last
year from Gaza and Jericho, which

will start arriving. Withdrawal
from the rest of the West Bank
will also take place in stages.
Israeli troops are scheduled to
be out of six towns by the end of
the year, and to shift positions in
the seventh, Hebron, by the end
of March. The pullout sets the
stage for Palestinian elections,
tentatively set for Jan. 20.
The gradual pullout is a far
cry from Israel’s hasty departure
last year from Gaza and Jericho,
which was completed in a matter
of

days.

The

piecemeal

withdrawal from the West Bank
provides no single historymaking moment for the Pales
tinians, but it also denies op
ponents of the peace process on
both sides an obvious target date
for protests or attacks.

was completed in a matter of days.

The only protesters Wednes
day were a dozen Jewish settlers
The piecemeal withdrawal from the who occupied a West Bank
hilltop south of Jerusalem to
W est Bank provides no single
protest the deployment of Pales
tinian
police.
history-making moment for the
“When the Palestinian ter
Palestinions, but it also denies
rorist army is entering Jenin, we
are here to say: ‘Whatever
opponents of the peace process on
belongs to us, to the Jewish
people, we are not going to
both sides an obvious target date
leave,”’ said settler leader Nadia
Matar.
for protests or attacks.
In general, Wednesday’s
Earlier Wednesday, Israeli events in Jenin took place in an
troops moved out of the Jenin atmosphere of good will between
police station, loading chairs, Israelis and Palestinians —
tables and refrigerators onto perhaps a sign of the growing
trucks as hundreds of elated comfort that has developed since
Palestinians ringed the station, the May 1994 start of the
cheering and chanting “This is autonomy experiment.
our land.”
The absence of hostility was
Jenin was festooned with
evident
when hundreds of Pales
flags, pictures of Arafat and ban
tinians swarmed into the court
ners welcoming the Palestinian
yard
of the Israel-PLO liaison of
police. A sign at the entrance to
fice,
pressing into every corner
the city read, “Today Jenin,
and
even
climbing onto the roofs
Tomorrow Jerusalem.”
of
the
trailers
for a better view.
The full transfer of authority
in Jenin won’t happen until Nov.
A few Israeli soldiers tried to
13, when Israel will turn over clear a path through the crowd,
the army headquarters, police but were surrounded by singing
station, and all other govern and clapping Palestinians. Smil
ment property in the city to the
ing, they gave up, leaving the
Palestinians, and the full contin Palestinians to celebrate on their
gent of 1,000 Palestinian police own.

BBQ
BUY A BBQ SANDWICH
Wednesday, Thursday or Friday, Oct. 2 5 ,2 6 or 27

CIDER TEA
fre e !
APPLE PIE CIDER TEA ‘
PEACH MELBA CIDER TEA
BLACK CHERRY CIDER TEA
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Program m er T r a in e e s

F ir e m a n 's F u n d I n s u r a n c e C o
O n C am pus Rec r u itin g - W
In f o r m a t i o n S e s s i o n -

ed

tu e s

. Oc to b er 31s t

Refreshm ents and snacks

Fireman's Fund, a leading property and casualty insurance company, is
seeking December, March and June grads to work as Program m er
Trainees at its hom e office in Novato, CA (30 miles n o rth o f San Fran
cisco).
After a structured training process, you will be responsible, as part o f a
team, for developing autom ated solutions to complex business chal
lenges and problems. This includes w riting and analyzing program s in
COBOL, "C" and 4GL for existing applications. We require a bachelor
degree in MIS or C om puter Science; min. 3.0 GPA; two semesters o f a
program m ing language, at least one o f which is COBOL; and the abil
ity to work with another's code and as a team member.
If you'd like more inform ation - as well as som ething to eat & drink please join us on Oct. 31st from 6:00 pm - 7:30 pm in the Sandwich
Plant, and sign up for an interview on Nov. 1st.

Equal O pportunity Employer M /F/D

TRAIN: Specially trained team handled toxic waste
From page 1

Law enforcement officers and
Santa Fe railroad personnel then
began trying to find out what
caused the derailment. They
suspected that something mal
functioned mechanically, and
Scott said investigators don’t
think anyone tampered with the
tracks or the train.

. N o v e m b e r 1s t

If unable to attend, please send resume to Richard Calenius,
Fireman's Fund Insurance Company,
777 San Marin Drive
Novato, CA, 94998.

MUSTANG DAILY

Fireman’s
Fund

“There is no indication, so far,
that it is anything suspicious,”
he said.
The derailment halted about
20 freights and eight Amtrak
passenger trains that use these
tracks each day, Martin said in a

telephone interview from Santa
Fe headquarters in Schaumburg,
111. He said Santa Fe hoped to
reopen the tracks by dawn on
Thursday.
Santa Fe had heavy equip
ment at the scene by late morn
ing to begin removing the
derailed boxcars. A specially
trained team was to be brought
here to handle the tanker that
leaked.
The freight originated at
Barstow in southeastern Califor
nia and was traveling north to
Richmond in the San Francisco
Bay area, Martin said.

FREBERG; Back pay, salary and promotion sought
From page 1

Freberg said she has been
labeled “non-collegial” as a result
of speaking out when she doesn’t
agree with her colleagues.
“If a woman is viewed as
assertive, that triggers dis
crimination,” she said.
But Nelson said the term
“non-collegial” means “not work
ing in a cooperative way with col
leagues.”
This could involve faculty
members not doing their share of
department work, Nelson said, or
not interacting in a fnendly and
constructive manner with other
professors in the department.
Freberg said women do not
receive equal treatment. Cal
Poly’s claim to promote teaching
diversity was disputed in last
year’s report from the Status of
Women Committee on campus.
The report stated women were
underrepresented in 29 positions
in the College of Liberal Arts,

which includes the psychology
department.
“I want to be sure other
women are treated fairly,”
Freberg said.
Gary Epstein, a member of
the California Faculty Associa
tion’s (CFA) grievance committee
since the early 80s, said he often
receives complaints from the
same departments.
“There are some departments
where I get a lot of business —
College of Liberal Arts produces
most of our grievances in my ex
perience, but not only for gender
discrimination,” Epstein said.
Freberg has taken a onequarter sabbatical and plans to
return winter quarter while she
awaits the outcome of her case.
Freberg is seeking promotion
and back pay, as well as a study
of the salary structure within the
psychology department.
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A special 3-day eventfo r all December Graduates

O rder these graduation items:
Class Rings (save up to $120 on Gold Rings)
Personalized Graduation Announcements
Thank You Notes
Custom Seal Note Cards
Certificates o f Appreciation
Diploma Plaques
Graduation Information
and much more.

Don't
miss
this
event!
There will be discounts on class rings,
prize drawings, important graduation
information, and more!
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Consumers group documents most conunon home loan scams
By Kvyii Hunt

quently unlicensed, charge in
flated prices.
—F'oreclosure rescue fraud,
wh e r e l e n d e r s convi nce
homeowners who have fallen be
hind on their mortgage payments
to take out refinance loans,
which the already strapped bor
rower cannot afford. The loan
may be presented as a “bailout”
but ends up draining the remain
ing equity out of a house while
only delaying the inevitable
foreclosure.
— Bill consol i dat i on or
refinancing offers, where
homeowners with bad credit are
targeted for home equity loans
that lenders claim will reduce
monthly payments on credit
cards and other debts through

Homeowners in Los Angeles
County alone lost an estimated
$183 million to home loan ripoffs in 1993 and 1994, according
to the report, “Dirty Deeds:
Abuses and Fraudulent Practices
in California’s Home Equity
Market.” Individual figures for
San Francisco and Alameda
counties were not available.
According to the authors, the
most common scams were:
—Home improvement and dis
aster-related fraud, where doorto-door contractors arrange
financing for their own work
then either do nothing, perform
substandard repairs or fail to
finish the job. The homeowner
ends up in debt and in danger of
foreclosure after contractors, fre

Associflted Press

SAN F R A N C I S C O —
Homeowners across California
lose hundreds of millions of dol
lars per year to home loan scams
— particularly
after
earthquakes, floods and fires —
and law enforcement agencies
are doing little to prosecute the
perpetrators, a consumer group
said Wednesday.
According to a study by Con
sumers Union, the nonprofit
publisher of Consumer Reports,
the majority of victims are lowincome and elderly homeowners,
most of them living in Los An
geles, San Francisco and
Alameda counties.

lower interest rates and tax
deductions. The artificially low
monthly payments are followed
by a large final charge called a
balloon payment that borrowers
cannot afford.
Through more than 100 inter
views with law enforcement
agencies, legal aid attorneys and
victims, the researchers docu
mented how the perpetrators
work.
Unscrupulous lenders go door
to door, specifically searching out
e l d e r l y a n d l ow- i nc ome
homeowners who have a good
amount of equity.

loans that the homeowners can
not afford and designate the
house as collateral.

Using hard-sell tactics, they
coax their would-be clients into
signing high-interest, high-fee

The lenders profit first from
loan origination fees of up to 20
percent, then again from the
high interest rates. They profit a
third time by taking the
homeowner’s equity when the
house is foreclosed on after
homeowners are unable to keep
up with the payments.
The report suggests con
solidating regulatory efforts
under one agency, specifically
the Department of Corporations,
and increasing prosecution by
earmarking special funding for
real estate fraud investigations
by district attorneys.
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Go speed racer

|4 |M #

G reg Semotan, N o. 7 0 , speeds along at Octoberfast XXIII in Santa M a ria / Daily photo by Joe Johnston
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Rangers capture fugitive in Yosemite
Assodoted Press

YOSEMI TE NATI ONAL
PARK, Calif. — A 12-day
manhunt in Yosemite National
Park ended Wednesday when
rangers captured a fugitive
suspected of assaulting a female
park ranger.
Phil Lund, 56, of San Francis
co, was caught in a Tenaya
Canyon, a remote area five miles
east of Yosemite Valley, said park
spokeswoman Lisa Dapprich.
Lund was being held in a
holding cell at the park pending
an appearance before U.S.
Magistrate Hollis G. Best.
“He will be charged with two
felony counts — kidnapping and
a s s a u l t wi t h d a n g e r o u s
weapons,” Dapprich said. “The
maximum penalty is life in
prison.”
Lund, a parolee once sen
tenced to 13 years in prison for a
sexual assault, had previously
worked for a park concessionaire.
He allegedly pulled a stun
gun on a National Park Service
worker Oct. 13 after she agreed
to give him a ride in her car. He
also allegedly tried to handcuff
her, but she escap>ed.
Authorities put up roadblocks
and checkpoints around the

park, creating a massive traffic
backup for several days.
Meanwhile, park officials told
visitors to watch out for Lund.
“We had posters with a pic
ture and a physical description of
Lund posted throughout the
park,” Dapprich said.
On Tuesday, a visitor told
rangers she had spotted someone
"He w il be c h a r ^ w ith tw o
felony counts - Kidnapping and
assault w ith dangerous weopons. The moximum penalty is tfe
in prison."
Lisa Dapprich
Yosemite National Park spokeswoman

answering Lund’s description in
Tenaya Canyon. Rangers began
searching the area at dawn Wed
nesday, and Lund was taken into
custody about noon.
He was then flown by Califor
nia Highway Patrol to Yosemite
Valley.
Dapprich said she did not
have details about Lund’s condi
tion, or what he was doing in
Tenaya Canyon until his arrest.

Seinfeld &
Generation X
H um anities 41 OX is a new 3
unit class which satisfies
GE& B area C .3, and meets
W inter 1996 quarter M W F
from 9-10 am. Values, M edia
and C ulture is concerned
with the relationship between
great books and popular
entertainm ents. Star T rek and
Gulliver’s Travels, Friends
and Shakespeare, Plato,
P la ^ o y and Riklci Lake,
Seinfeld and G eneration X.
For more information:
RSimon, English dept. 7562475; Hum anities Dept.
xl205; or RSimon@cymbal.
Syllabus and recent student
evduations are posted outside
Sim on’s office, 34E of^the
Faculty Office Bldg.

3aub\ee
and

3an^\ee

In Front
of the
bookstore
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Soccer: Cal Poly boosted up its schedule to improve its NCAA Division-1 playoff chances
From page 12

This season, Crozier boosted
up the Mustangs’ schedule.
Cal Poly stopped scheduling
Division-II opponents.
“We are playing all Division-I
teams,” Crozier said. 'The
strength of schedule factor hurt
us (last year).”
The Mustangs could also use
some luck thrown their way.
Jones’ penalty kick ricochet
ing off Washington’s top goal
post in the last few seconds of
Sunday’s game, along with for
ward Michelle Nuesca’s header
sailing just wide of the right
post, is a prime example of how
unlucky the Mustangs’ offense
has been.
Tobias said that’s how the
game goes sometimes.
“Soccer takes a little bit of
luck, the ball bounces funny and
it just doesn’t bounce our way,”
he said.
Holding a 10-3-1 record isn’t
easy to do in a league where you
are an independent team and
sometimes considered the under
dog, Crozier said.
Defender Alison Murphy ex
plained how frustrating it has
been for Cal Poly since they
haven’t been ranked by the

Campus Ciubs
G A R A G E SALEI
To benefit Architecture Club
This Saturday, 8am to 2pm
Com er of Santa Rosa & Foothill
Furniture, bed, fridge & morel

SPJ MEMBERS
Meetings every Thursday O 11am
Computer Science Bldg (14) Rm 252

ISAA.
“We are out there constantly
trying to prove ourselves,” Mur
phy said.
Recognition is one thing the
Mustangs haven’t received all
season, even when they carried a
9-1-1 record a little over a week
ago.
The ISAA isn’t the only group
that has neglected to recognize
Cal Poly.
Forward Kolleen Kassis said
when the Mustangs were in San
Diego to play University of
Arizona and San Diego State,
people thought this was the
team’s first year in Division-I
play. This is in fact the team’s
second year.
Kassis said this was frustrat
ing and admitted that lack of
recognition has added “a little
extra pressure” on the team. She
also said the team has gained
from this experience.
“We learned we have to play
for ourselves,” Kassis said. “And
that is all we can ask for.”
Despite three losses. Cal Poly
has played quite well this
season, which is one reason why
no recognition has been such a
disappointment.
Offensively they have proven
to be a fast team that communi

Friendly Students Wanted For
Bnef H S Presentations Promoting
Higher Education & CP
Short Training Session This
Saturday Oct 28th 10am-12pm UU220

GIVE LIFE.
GIVE BLOOD.

Cal Poly Blood Drive
Thursday, October 26 - 11am-3pm
Bus by Mott gym
Sponsored by Kappa Alpha Pal
and KCPR.

GOT SOMETHIN’
TO SELL?
GOT SOMETHIN’
TO RENT?
Put It in the Mustang Daily and
G E T R E S U LTS I
Stop by the Mustang Daily Office
Graphic Arts Bldg Hm 26 or fill
out a form at the U U desk. Ifs
simple, easy and effectivell
Mustang Daily • At Your Servicel

POUy PHASE ^
FINAL PAYBACK
Thursday, Oct 26, 11:00am
Building 40 - MEP

Personal«;
M EG AN W U TH -Hope you had
a great weekll< Love Enn & Molly

AFP

Y O U B O Y S ARE T H E B IG G E S T S TU D S I
Thanks for letting us ride your
Homecoming Float. Love TiPB
K A 0 would like to thank the
gentlemen of Pike for the tun
family dinners last Fridayll

DESIGN EDITOR
FO R M U S TA N G DAILY.
Design Master Pages, Folios,
Templates. Applicants should
be proficient in Quark Xpress,
Illustrator, Photoshop.
Part-time, temporary job
Submit resume to:
A.J. Schuermann
Bldg. 26, Rm. 226

K IC K IN ’ rr W ITH

S O R O R ITY S O C C E R T O U R N A M E N T
F O R T H E M AK E A W ISH F O U N D A TIO N
S A T O C T 28 & SUN O C T 29 1995
A T S A N T A R O S A PARK

r<DB

Drummer & Bassist needed for
rock band. Call Josh @ 546-9249
S E E K ^ E N ^ N E E R IN G "STUDEN^^
C O M P U TE R M O D E L & C N C M ACHIN ING
C A S H N E G O T IA B L E 544-8924

Services

T o the ladies of

Thanks for teahng it up with
us last weekend
from the men of

AFP

G R E G H EIR SH B ER G
• Independent Bookseller *
Antiquerian, Rare, Modem Firsts
543-8564
Math Lessons Ph D all 100-500
.
level courses 528-0625

PLAY THERAPY

Entertainment

ARE YOU READY
FOR ROMANCE?
1-900-255-4242 E X T 5743
$2.99 PER MIN M U S T BE 18 YR S
T O U C H T O N E P H O N E R EO U IR ED
S E R V -U (619) 645-8434

Instruction & Training
4-week Course
PLAY TH E R A P Y CLIN IC 549-9600

SCORE MORE!!
G MAT 72 Pts
G R E 2 1 4 P ts
LSAT 7.5 Pts
Princeton Review (805) 995-0176

Last & Found

* FOUND *

Female Dog, ShepfLab Mix,
Approx. 6 m os. old. No collar.
Call Ju d y O 545-7794

Wanted

COACHES

S LO Parks and Rec Dept is
looking for volunteer basketball
coaches for girls 7th and
8th grade For info call Ryan
at 781-7282

Miscellaneous
B U Y IT, S ELL IT. H E LP IT, M AKE IT,
W O R K IT, FIND IT, L O S E IT, D O IT!
M U S TA N G DAILY C LASSIFIED S!!!!
I T S A LL Y O U ...
C A S H FO R C O M IC S & G AM IN G ITEM S
N EW C O M IC S T H U R S D A Y M OR N IN G S!
N EW G A M E S W E E K LY . C A P T . N EM O
C O M IC S 779 M ARSH 544-NEM O
C A S H PAlb"FOR u s e d " C D ’S .TA P E S> ~
LP'S C H E A P TH R ILLS A N D R E C Y C L E D
R E C O R D S 563 H IG U E R A N EW R E LE A S E
C D 'S O N LY $12 98 O P E N M -S A T TIL L 8
M U S TA N G D AILY...
O N C E A G A IN L E A D IN G T H E W A Y

SHOW m

TULL. IlL BE BRIWGINO ^ BIG
SURPRISE.' WILL IT SWOCK. ^^A0
^M^7E. VOU... Ofl WILL IT DISGUST
m TURRin VOU
FIWO OUT
TOHORROW WHEW I PEMEAL (AT HEXT
SlfOtKAND im HORROR/ T)QNT MRS IT/
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HOUSE
From page 12
the Big West.
Farrell said that all the pieces
to build a Division-I program are
in the puzzle, but one piece still
doesn’t fit correctly.
To complete the puzzle. Cal
Poly needs everyone to get in
volved. From the little kid who
wears his AYSO uniform at a soc
cer game, to the football fanatic
in his 10th year of retirement.
Men’s basketball coach Jeff
Schneider explains Cal Poly’s
fan-base situation the best.
He said if the students and
the community pack Mott Gym,
then Cal Poly will have the best
home-court advantage in the
West.
If that occurs, then I bet Cal
Poly will have more checks in the
win column. With a few more
wins. Cal Poly receives some
extra cash from a local mil
lionaire who had a fun time at
the football game.
More scholarships, better
results.
It’s all a cycle which starts
with a single fan.
Franco Castaldini is the Daily
Sports Editor

TOmEKTlSilHMUSTAHGDAILYCIA5SIFIEDS, CALL756-1143

Greek News
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Mustang Stadium by Crozier and
Tobias before the Washington
game.
A team’s offense wouldn’t be
successful, though, without a
strong defense to back it up'
Cal Poly’s defense has held op
ponents to just 14 goals in 14
games while its offense has
scored 35 goals.
Gk)alkeeper Kristina Grigaitis
is currently ranked 7th in the
West with a 1.03 goals against
average, and before the San
Diego State game the Mustangs
had been scored upon only twice
in five games.
Crozier said the team as a
whole plays defensively the mo
ment the ball is out of their
reach.
Cal Poly ended
season
last year 14-3-2. Right now at
10-3-1 and with five games left,
there is the possibility that they
may end its second season in
Division I with either the same
record or with one more notch in
the wins column.
So the big question now is:
will the NCAA overlook the
women’s soccer team this time
around now that Crozier has
boosted up their schedule?
Only the next five games will
tell.
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cates well on the field.
Arizona,
Pepperdine
and
Sacramento State both found out
how dangerous Cal Poly’s offense
can be when allowed to get
within the 18-yard-line.
The Mustangs found the back
of the net five times in each
game and are currently ranked
No. 4 in the NCAA West Region
for total team scoring.
Cal Poly’s offensive success
can be partially attributed to fast
forwards, fancy footwork and
players who can retain control of
the ball in the toughest of situa
tions.
“Gina (Oceguera) certainly
has break-away speed. Michelle
Nuesca is very quick,” Tobias
said. “I think (she has) the quick
est feet on the team and posses
ses the ball really well.
“Patty Geesman is a very good
possession player as well; she’s
strong and tough to knock off the
ball,” Tobias continued. “I think
we have a good mix of speed and
people that can possess the ball
in tight spaces.”
One of the highlights for the
offense this season was Kassis
reaching 100 career points. She
is the first Cal Poly women’s soc
cer player to reach 100 points
and was presented a plaque at
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Make No Investments O r Provide
Banking or Credit Information
Without Investigating Advertisements
In Th e Opportunities Section
$1750 Weekly Possible mailing
our circulars. For info call:
301-306-1207

ASI FINANCE
Committee

Positions available in College
of Ag, Bus. and Liberal Arts.
Applications available in ASI
Exec. Office (U U 217A)
Due 10/27/95
C A S H FO R C O L L E G E 900,000 G R A N T S
A VAIL. No re-payment - EVER !
Qualify immed. 1(800)243-2435

^

R E S O U R C E S P C L S T & N E E D S ASSM T/
EVAL S P C L S T (2 P O S AVAIL )
RS W ILL D EV ELO P & M AINTAIN
D A TA B A S E . C O N D U C T R E S E A R C H
N E E D S A/E WILL C O M P ILE S T A T S .,
R EVIEW SUR VEY/EVAL. D A TA FAX
RES. TO : JAN BENINI ©544-7103,
C A SP EC IA LIZED T R N G IN S T
T R A V E L A B R O A D A N D W O R K - Make
up to $25-45/hr. teaching basic
conversational English in Japan,
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching
backround or Asian languages
required. For information call:
(206) 632-1146 ext. J60051
W O R K AS REP FO R T E L E C O M M U N IC ^
TIO N S C O . S E R IO U S IN COM E
P O TE N TIA L. C A LL 541-6913.

For Sale

FINANCIAL AID
FOR COLLEGE!
We help you find the money you
need lor college. Call Golden
Gate Computer Services for re
corded message arxl details.
1-800-479-8333

M O TIV A TE D IN D IV ID U A LS -SA V E $ O R
M AKE $,YO U D EC ID E ! Call 481-8861

NEED A JOB?

$5-$7 Range Guarantee one in
10 days for 10 bucks! Info 549-6320

Employment
C LER K W A N TE D 2-3 D A Y S PER W E E K
Apply at. Roger Dunn Golf Shop
190 Station Way, A.G. 481-3866
P O S ITIO N AVAILAB LE 12/15 FOR
S T U D E N T AS R E S ID E N T A S S T A T
LA R G E SLO S T U D E N T A P T C O M P LEX
A P P LIC A N T M U S T BE R E SP O N SIB LE .
M A TU R E, AND ABLE T O W O R K W ITH
P R O FE S S IO N A L M A N A G E M E N T TEAM
D U TIE S IN C LU D E S E C U R ITY ,
P R O P E R TY IN S P E C TIO N , LIG H T
M A IN TEN A N C E, A N D T E N A N T
A S S IS TA N C E . SA LA R Y P LU S R E N T
D IS C O U N T P LE A S E S E N D R E SU M E
W ITH A D D R ES S A N D P H O N E TO :
R E S ID E N T A S S T P O S ITIO N P O BOX
2455, P A S O R O B LES, C A 93447

RETVJRWIMS TO
TTIE LESSON...

THATs CAILED ^
TEKSER. BT im
WM.

Four framed early 80’s P Nagel
prints. Priced to seil. 541-5312
R E N TA L B O A T SALE. Over 20
canoes & kayaks for haif-price!
Sat Oct 28th oniy KAYAKS O F
M O R R O B AY 772-1119

Univega
Bicycle

w/shocks. Shimano Components
18 speeds. Full Chro-mo
frame Paid $500 a month ago.
Asking $300 Call 546-9672

ROOM FOR RENT
543-0569
Homes for Sale
F R E E LIS T O F ALL H O U S E S & C O N D O S
FO R SALE IN S LO Farrell
Smyth R/E Steve Nelson
•••543-8370*”
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A TAVERN OF SPORTS NEWS

Franco

SCHEDULE

Castoldini

TODAY’S GAMES

• There are no games schduled today.

IN THE HOUSE

T O M O R R O W ’ S GA M ES

• Women’s soccer vs. University of Cali
fornia Santa Barbara @ Mustang Sta
dium, 7 p m
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Hostetler’s replacement
honored by the AFC
New York (AP) -- Vince Evans made
his case for 40-year-olds and it won him
an AFC Player of the Week honor on
Wednesday.
Evans, who started for the injured Jeff
Hostetler and completed 23 of 35 passes
for 335 yards and two touchdowns in the
Oakland Raiders 30-17 victory over In
dianapolis on Sunday, was named AFC
offensive player of the week.
Others honored were Ken Norton Jr. of
San Francisco, Leslie O’Neal of San Di
ego, Brett Favre of Green Bay, Tamarick
Vanover of Kansas City and Kevin Butler
of Chicago,
Norton earned NFC defensive player
honors by returning two interceptions
for the first two touchdowns of his eightyear career in the 49ers’ 44-10 rout of St
Louis. One of his returns was 35 yards,
the other 21; he also had nine tackles.
O’Neal earned AFC defensive honors
with 3 1/2 sacks in the Chargers’ 35-25
win over Seattle.
Favre threw four touchdown passes
in the Packers’ 38-21 win over Minne
sota, finishing 22 of 43 for 295 yards to
win the NFC offensive player designa
tion
Vanover won AFC special team hon
ors for the second time in three weeks by
returning two kickoffs a total of 82 yards
to set up two touchdowns in Kansas
City’s 21-7 victory over Denver.
Butler kicked four field goals as Chi
cago beat Houston 35-32
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St Louis Rams getting
careless at the wrong time
St. Louis (AP) " The St. Louis Rams’
turnover-producing machine has dried
up at the worst possible time, just as
their offense has gotten careless with the
ball
The Rams created 14 turnovers and
committed none during their 4-0 start,
but the last three games they’re a minus7. Not surprisingly, they’ve lost two of
those games to fall into a three-way tie
tor first in the NFC West heading into
Sunday's game at Philadelphia
Coach Rich Brooks said he’s just not
getting the same type of play he got
earlier in the season, on offense and
defense He’ll get no argument from
cornerback Anthony Parker.
“You think you’re playing the same
way, but you’re not," Parker said. "When
you just go out there and expect things to
happen, they don’t happen. I guess that’s
kind of where we’re at."
The Rams defense scored four touch
downs, two on interceptions and two on
fumbles, in the first four games. But
there have been no touchdowns -- in
deed no turnovers - the last two games,

IQUOTE OF THE TOWfe I
“ They are definitely a playoff cali
ber team . They should be in conten
tion. I know the W est is very strong
and they will be considered (by the
NCAA) heavily.”
Lesle Gallimore
University of Washington women’s
soccer coach about Cal Poly’s playoff
chances this season
C A L POLY
SPORTS H O T L I N E
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The Cal Poly women's soccer team looks to win its last five games, push its w ay into the N C A A Division-1 playoffs
for the first time and gain some respect for what could possibly be a 15-3-1 season / Daily photo by Dawn Kalmar

The most important aspect in
building a successful Division-I
athletic program is support from
the students and community.
Throw the athletic funds and
capital campaigns aside. A
strong fan base is the main con
cern of an Athletic Department.
With a strong fan base, funding
will follow.
Cal Poly’s Athletic Depart
ment realized its importance as
soon as the students passed the
referendum sending the univer
sity into Division-I competition.
As a result, the university
hired new members to its Ath
letic Department who were also
half salesmen.
Their job was to sell an ath
letic program — a program that
hardly dominated most sports
competing in Division II — to the
student-disgruntled community
and the academically overbur
dened student body.
And the progress report shows
that the university must have
hired some good salesmen.
Within one year, the records
indicate that attendance has in
creased. Students, faculty,
children from the community
and even a few senior citizens
have expressed their interest in
Cal Poly athletics by attending a
sporting event.
The football team has at
tracted an average of 5,685 in
four games, compared to last
year’s overall attendance of
4,988. For the first two home
games this season the students
were not even in town.
Last weekend’s 8,047 atten
dance was the largest home
crowd since 1980.
F’ootball has not been the only
beneficiar>’ of increased involve
ment in Cal Poly athletics.
While the men’s soccer team
started off its season undefeated
in its first seven games, fans took
interest in the team.
In three home games the team
has played in front of an average
of 1,742. A huge increase com
pared to last year when fans
barely filed the middle section of
Mustang Stadium for a home
game.
The stands are filled with ex
cited kids from the community
seeking an autograph from a Cal
Poly athlete, to students who set
aside their social life on a Friday
night to watch Cal Poly compete.
While the men have been blessed with increased atten
dance, the women’s team has
also noticed the numbers climb.
Last year, the women’s team
averaged only 336 in attendance.
This year, the numbers have in
creased to 498.
All these numbers are impres
sive for one year in Division-I.
But there is still room for im
provement.
With Cal Pbly’s inaugural
season in the Big West Con
ference next year comes tougher
competition. With tougher com
petition comes a greater need for
a stronger fan base.
Big West Commissioner Den
nis Farrell visited San Luis
Obispo last Friday to update Cal
Poly’s Athletic Director’s Circle
on the university’s current situa
tion and future development in
See HOUSE page 11

AnElusiveDream
limore said. “They should be in contention. I know
the West is very strong and they will be considered
(by the NCAA) heavily.
“Unfortunately for Cal Poly, the strength of
'The women’s soccer team would like to visit the
schedule
of the games they have left (won’t) help
NCAA Division-I playoffs before the end of the
them.
I
think
the Irvine game helps them but the
year.
rest are must-wins for them.”
In an extreme case of deja vu, Cal Poly finds it
Out of the five teams awaiting Cal Poly: Univer
self in a similar position to last season with playoff
chances once again slim, despite an almost flawless sity of California Santa Barbara, University of
Southern California, Saint Mary’s College, Univer
10-3-1 record.
Achieving playoff contention will rest heavily on sity of California Irvine, and Cal State Fullerton;
the next five games, where the Mustangs find they only Irvine is ranked in the ISAA Top 25. In the
most recent poll, Irvine was ranked 22nd.
are trapped in a must-win situation.
A victory over Irvine (12-0-2) may just be the
If they do win, they will have to rely on the kind
ness of the NCAA to recognize their hard work and kind of redemption Cal Poly needs.
Head Coach Alex Crozier said every one of their
grant them a playoff seed.
five
remaining games are important, but did admit
Losing to San Diego State, 2-0, and the Univer
beating
Irvine would help the Mustangs greatly.
sity of Washington, 1-0, may just be the games that
“If we win it will certainly help to get to the
NCAA officials will weigh against Cal Poly.
Nonetheless, midfielder Shana Stickle called the playoffs,” Crozier said. “T hat one game could make
the difference, assuming we win the other games.”
losses “minor setbacks” for the Mustangs.
“I think all the games we lost were ones we
Midfielder Wendy .lones echoed Crozier. She
could have and should have won,” Stickle said. “We feels that if they can beat Irvine, the team
were just unlucky.”
“shouldn’t have a problem” making it into the
Assistant Coach Dan Tobias still feels the Mus
playoffs.
tangs are heading in the playoff direction — a
Last season, the Mustangs watched their playoff
direction the team has been charging toward since
chances
go down the drain due to a schedule that
the season began back in September.
NCAA officials felt wasn’t as strong as other teams
Washington coach Lesle Gallimore thinks Cal
in the West.
Poly still has a shot at the playoffs.
See SO C C ER page 11
‘They are definitely a playoff-caliber team,” Gal
By Melsse M. Gttsier
Doily Assistant Sports Editor

